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Abstract 
In this paper, we improve the approximation order of the Bernstein interpolation polynomial of the third  
kind based on the zero nodes of the know Tchebyshev polynomial of the second kind. We obtain the appro- 
ximation order in the point estimation form for any continuous functions and for any functions with the first 
order derivative. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
From the known Bernstein Theorem we know that the classical Lagrange interpolation polynomial 
does not converge uniformly to all the interpolated functions. In order to improve its quality of 
convergence, in 1930, Bernstein [1] put forward an interesting question, i.e., for any given values of λ ,
( 21 << λ ) and for any continuous functions, whether is it possible to construct an interpolation 
polynomial with the degree M )( Nλ<
∞→
 such that it is equal to the interpolated function at the given N
points and converges to the interpolated function uniformly as N ? Henceforth, what will be 
interesting is how to construct an interpolation polynomial satisfying the Bernstein’s requirement as 
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)
above and to make the approximation order the best. In 1932, Bernstein [1] himself constructed an o-
perator, wtriiten as , and answered the above question. The operator  is construc-ted as 
follows. 
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Therefore,  can be written as Qn
( ) ∑= n
k
xfQ ;n ,                                                                                                                    
(1.2) 
where (),( 21 xx μμ μL  are the basic functions associated with the classical Lagrange interpolation 
polynomial and satisfies kjjk x δμ =)( , in which kjδ  is the Kronecker symbol, namely, 1=jjδ  and 
0=kjδ  as . Obviously, the values of the constructed interpolation polynomia )xn  are equal 
12 +st at the interpolation no 12 +stx )lL,  and are eq o )(xf  at other interpolation 
nodes.In general, the o  ( )xfQn ;  is called the interpolation polynomial of Bernstei
jk ≠ l Q
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Interestingly, to prove the convergence of the operator  conveniently, the basic functions 
associated with the classical Lagrange interpolation polynomial can be simplified based on the ze-ro 
nodes of orthogonal polynomials. 
( xfQn ;
In [2], the authors drew two conclusions on the interpolation operator Q  based on the zeronodes 
of the know Tchebyshev polynomial of the first kind, as follows. 
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where  is independent of n ,O x ,  and ,)(xf )(xf ′ ),( δω f  is the modulus of continuity of the function 
,)(xf )(max
11
xff
x
′=′
≤≤−
.
In this paper, we improve the convergence order of . In particular, we consider the know 
Tchebyshev polynomial of the second kind, i.e., 
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and the corresponding zero nodes are given by 
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n
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(1.6) 
In this case, the basic functions associated with the classical Lagrange interpolation polynomial are 
given by 
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The two obtained conclusions in this paper are as follows. 
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Theorem 2 For any , the following expression is valid, i.e.,  1 ]1.1[)( −∈Cxf
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2. Proof of Theorem 
Proof. 
In this section, we only prove Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 1 is similar.  
Using the property of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial, we have 
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For any , using the mean-value theorem of differentials, we have 1 ]1,1[)( −∈Cxf
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where 12 xx << ξ .It is easy to show that the following expressions are valid, namely , 
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where 11 −<< kk xx ξ , kk xx <<+ 21 ξ .
Using the similar methods in [4], it is not difficult to show that the following expressions are also 
valid, i.e., 
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On Combination of Eqs.(15),(16),(20),(23) and (24) completes the proof of Theorem2. 
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